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ABSTRACT. The article considers solution of minimal set partition and set covering problems. As is
known, the problems of minimal set partition and set covering belong to the class of complex NP problems.
The efficient algorithm for precise solution of such problems does not exist nowadays (except in private
cases). Solution time depends on a scale of the problem and it may significantly increase with it. A tree
algorithm of simplified search is used. It became possible to decrease volume of occupied memory
approximately 32·M-times with non-essential elaboration of programming techniques and computational
time decreased approximately 32·M-times, where M is a number of covering subsets. For this purpose,
partition matrix was compactly written and then basic operations were performed on columns of the
matrix with logical operators. A complex of programs was developed in algorithmic language C++ and
realized in Dev-C++ environment to solve these problems and check them on tests taken from OR-
Library and real combinative problems that are known from the literature. The results are satisfactory
and given in reasonable amount of time. The proposed complex of programs may be used for solution of
the other problems of graph theory that can be deduced to problems of minimal set partition or set
covering, or they are the sub-problems of such problems (for instance, problem of searching of dominant
set of graph nodes). © 2015 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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1. Introduction

In the problem of minimal set partition we have finite

set  1 2, ,..., NR r r r  and collection (family) of sub-

sets  1 2, ,..., , , 1, 2,..., ,M jL S S S S R j M  

where each jS  has non-negative weight 0jc  . Any

subset (family)  1 2
, ,...,

kj j jL S S S   from L is called

partition of set R, if the following two conditions are
met:
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 , , 1, 2,..., , .
h lj jS S h l k h l     (2)

We must select the subset, where sum of weights

k
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j
jj

c  is minimal. The problem of minimal set par-

tition is often written as a problem of linear program-

ming. Assume  ijA a  is the matrix with n m  di-
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mensions, where 1ija   if ji S  and 0ija   in other

cases. Weight 0jc   corresponds to each .jS  Mini-

mal covering implies the selection of columns of ma-
trix A that will cover each row and their total weight
will be minimal. We must minimize target function to
formulate the problem

           
1

m

j j
j

f x c x


  (3)

with the following constraints:

      
1

, 1, ..., , 0,1 , 1,..., ,
m

ij j j
j

a x i n x j m


    (4)

Here, variable xj is equal to 1 if set Sj enters into
covering. In other cases, xj is equal to zero.

In the problem of minimal set covering, in differ-
ence from the problem of partition, non-intersection
of covering sets is not necessary, i.e. it is not neces-
sary to meet the above-mentioned condition (2). Other
details are the same.

Because, the problems of minimal set partition
and set covering belong to the class of complex NP

problems [1]. The efficient algorithm for precise solu-
tion of such problems does not exist nowadays (ex-
cept in private cases). Time of solution depends on
the scale of problem and it may significantly increase.
In practice, solution of these problems has applica-
tions in locating service facilities, transport schedul-
ing [2], locating sources of power system [3] and
data transfer [4]. Techniques of branches and edges
are used for getting precise solution of these prob-
lems [2-6]. In recent days genetic algorithms [7-8],
neuron nets [9] and other heuristic algorithms are
often used to get approximate solutions of large-scale
problems.

The current work offers precise solutions of prob-
lems of minimal set partition and set covering. Solu-
tion algorithm is based on the technique of branches
and edges.

2. Solution of Problem of Minimal Set
Partition
The article considers solution of the problem of mini-
mal set partition [11] and then expands it to the prob-
lem of set covering. It is worthwhile to note that ap-

Problem 
Number 
of rows, 

N 

Number of 
columns, M 

Computational 
time (seconds) 

Optimal 
value, f* Note 

sppnw06 50 6774 54.714 7810  
sppnw07 36 5172 0.24 5476  
sppnw08 24 434 0.063 35894  
sppnw09 40 3103 2981.71 67760  
sppnw10 24 853 0.195 68271  
sppnw12 27 626 0.188 14118  
sppnw16 139 148633 123.028 1181590  
sppnw20 22 685 0.06 16812  
sppnw21 25 577 0.044 7408  
sppnw24 19 1366 0.083 6314  
sppnw25 20 1217 0.228 5960  
sppnw31 26 2662 0.147 8038  
sppnw37 19 770 0.51 10068  
sppnw40 19 404 0.089 10809  
sppnw42 23 1079 0.037 7656  

sppkl01 55 7479 37.687 1113 Approximate 
value 

sppnw03 59 43749 4347.16 25302 Approximate 
value 

sppnw04 36 87482 568,216 17324 Approximate 
value 

 

Table 1. The results of experiments for set partition problem
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probation of the program had good results for ran-
domly developed matrices (by author) and for test
problems taken from OR-Library[10]. The article
shows the results of test problems of OR-Library
solved by newly developed algorithm.

The logical design of problem solution program
that is used for solving the problem of minimal set
partition can be described in the following way: as-
sume partition matrix is A, number of rows – N and
number of columns – M. At the first stage the parti-
tion matrix A is divided into blocks, as we have in [2:
55-56]. Each block includes a column that corre-
sponds to set Sj, if this set “covers” jth node and may
be some nodes from set j+1, j+2,...,N, but not from 1
to (j-1). Let us compactly write and “pack” each col-
umn (we’ll describe the procedure of “packing” in
details below). After this let us regroup the columns
of each block according to the increment of weights
(prices). It significantly decreases the number of se-
lections and correspondingly, time necessary for re-
alization. Then, let us use tree algorithm of simplified
search presented in [2: 55-57]. Basic operations on
columns of matrix are made by means of logical op-
erators. It also gives economy in time of realization.

The offered procedure of packing allows to de-
crease computational time approximately 32·M-times
with non-essential elaboration of programming tech-
niques, because instead of N operation the program

includes [N/32]+1 operations (here [N/32] denotes
integer part of division of N by 32).

The concept of “packing” is the following: let us
assume A(N×M) is the partition matrix, N – number
of rows and M – number of columns. After dividing
this matrix into blocks, it is reasonable to write it into
Unsigned Long type dynamic matrix AP in “packed”
form. Dimensions of matrix AP is ([N/32]+1) ×M, i.e.
each column of matrix  A will be packed in consecu-
tive cells [N/32]+1 and written in the main memory.
Because in tree algorithm of search each column is
considered at least once and computational time for
each column is decreased approximately 32-times, we
can say that in the worst case computational time is
decreased by 32·M-times.

The following algorithm is used to pack column

jA  of matrix A:

Step 1: present N in the form 32 ,N l k    where

0l   is integer, while k is integer and 0 32;k 

Step 2: assume   0, 0,...,Pck ii ii N   (vector

Pck should be Unsigned Long type); 11; 32;i k 

Step 3: assume 1;p 

Step 4: if   1 32 1 1jA i p     , then assume

c=‘0’ (‘0’ is Unsigned Long type constant). Other-
wise, assume c=‘1’;

Step 5: assume  32c c p    (where

Table 2. The results of experiments for set covering problem

Problem 
Number of 

Rows, 
N 

Number of 
Columns, 

M 

Computational Time 
(seconds) 

Value of 
Coverage, f* Note 

scpe1 50 500 (3972) 85.319 8  
scpe2 50 500 (4055) 23.483 10  
scpe3 50 500 (4066) 199.404 9  
scpe4 50 500 (3991) 2.067 11  
scpe5 50 500 (4063) 305.338 9  

scp41 200 1000 (3120) 0.222 573 Approximate 
value 

scp53 200 2000 (6006) 0.062 353 Approximate 
value 

scp63 200 1000 (8762) 0.634 183 Approximate 
value 

scp410 200 1000 (3006) 0.217 752 Approximate 
value 
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 32c c p    is the left shift in c with  32 p

binary digit;    1 1 |Pck i Pck i c   , where | is a

logical sum.
Step 6: assume 1p p  . If p k , then jump to

the step 4;
Step 7: assume 1i i  ;
Step 8: if i l , then jump to the step 4. If i l ,

then assume 1k k  and jump to the step 3, other-

wise  1i l   finish the algorithm.

The program also realizes reverse function of pack-
ing that unpacks (expands) a vector. This algorithm
expands (unpacks) the Unsigned Long type array
with [N/32]+1 dimensions into integer type array B
with N components. Let us describe the algorithm of
unpacking:

Step 1: present N in the form 32N l k   , where

0l   is integer, while k is integer and 0 32k  ;

Step 2: assume 0, 1,..., ;jB j N  1;i  1 32;k 

Step 3: assume 01, 1j c     (‘1’ is the unsigned

long type constant);

Step 4: assume  0 32 1c c j     (where

 0 32 1c j    is the left shift in 0c   32 1j 

with binary digit; assume  1 1 &c Pck i c  , where

&  is a logical multiplication;

Step 5: if 1 0c   , assume B((i-1) 32+j)=1 ;

Step 6: assume 1j j  . If 1j k , then jump to

the step 4;
Step 7: assume 1i i  . If i l , assume 1k k

and jump to the step 3, otherwise  1i l   finish

the algorithm.
The program is checked on several randomly

formed problems and on test files from OR-Library.
The results of solutions of problems of OR-Library
are shown below in the form of Table, where

*
1

 .
M

j jj
f min c x


  (5)

We note that value is approximate for several prob-
lems. For instance, computing was stopped for the

problem sppk101, when the value of function became
1113, because after over 1 hour of computation the
result did not get any better. In every other case the
problems are precisely solved.

If we compare these results with the results of
solution of problems from [12] ([12] uses hybrid tech-
nique), the results of our article are better. For in-
stance, in sppnw06 problem optimal value is 7810
and computational time is 54.714. In [12] the optimal
value is 9788 and 8038; computational time is 78.7
and 30.3 seconds. Certain problems, for instance
sppnw08, are not solved in [12]. In [13] the algorithm
of linear programming is used that consumes the tech-
nique of minimal square. For sppnw06 problem opti-
mal value is 7640 in [13]. CPU time for this problem is
0.14 and quantity of iterations is 924. Other solutions
generally coincide with the above-mentioned results.

3. Solution of the Problem of Minimal
Set Covering
The same idea [11] is used for solving the problem of
minimal set covering, i.e. columns of cover matrix are
written in packed form, as it was done for the problem
of partition, then the program is modified and the
problem of covering is solved. The important aspects
of modification are the following: the columns of
cover matrix were divided into blocks, exactly as it
was done for the problem of partition, but as there
was no requirement for non-intersection of cover
columns, each column that corresponded to the set

 1 2
, ,...,

kj j j jS r r r  was brought in every block:

1 2
, ,...,

kj j jr r r . Obviously, dimensions of cover matrix

significantly increased. For example, in one case (prob-
lem scpe1) matrix with dimensions 50×500 took the
dimensions 50×3972 and in other case (problem scpe2)
dimensions increased to 50×4055. When the current
problem is solved, it is not necessary to check non-
intersection of every new column with current col-
umns, if an initial scale of problem is not very large
(50×500) or it did not increase dramatically. In the
Table the column “Number of Columns” shows the
number of matrix columns taken from the problem of
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OR-Library. Number of columns indicated in paren-
thesis is based on our algorithm. Modified program
used the matrix of the dimensions during computa-
tions.

The Table shows that cover algorithm is efficient
for solution of relatively small-scale (approximately
50x500) problems and quickly gives precise solution.
Besides, it quickly gives the approximate values for
the solution of large-scale problems and this solution

does not get better after over 1 hour of computation.
The algorithm was tested on computer with stand-

ard specifications: Intel(R) Pentium (R) Dual CPU
E2220, 2.40 GHz, 2.00 GB of RAM.

The results show that the algorithm offered in the
article is quite efficient for getting precise solutions of
small-scale problems and approximate solutions of large-
scale problems. Approximate solutions can be used as
the initial approximations for the other algorithms.

informatika

umciresi dayofisa da dafarvis amocanebis
amoxsna

n. ananiaSvili

iv. javaxiSvilis Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti, zust da sabunebismetyvelo mecnierebaTa
fakulteti, Tbilisi

(warmodgenilia akademikos m. saluqvaZis mier)

statiaSi ganxilulia umciresi dayofis da dafarvis amocanebis amoxsna. rogorc
cnobilia, umciresi dayofis da dafarvis amocanebi miekuTvneba NP rTuli amocanebis
klass. dReisaTvis maTi zusti amoxsnisaTvis garda misi kerZo SemTxvevebisa, ar arsebobs
efeqturi algoriTmi, amoxsnis dro damokidebulia amocanis zomebze da is SesaZloa
Zlier gaizardos amocanis zomis zrdasTan erTad. gamoyenebulia  Zebnis xis   gamartivebuli
algoriTmi. programirebis teqnikis araarsebiTi garTulebis xarjze SesaZlebeli gaxda
gamoyenebuli mexsierebis 32M-jer Semcireba, aseve gamoTvlisaTvis saWiro drois
miaxloebiT 32M-jer Semcireba, sadac M damfaravi qvesimravleebis raodenobaa. am
mizniT jer dayofis matrica Caiwera kompaqturad da Semdeg miRebuli matricis svetebze
ZiriTadi operaciebi Sesrulda logikuri operatorebiT. am amocanebis amosaxsnelad
daiwera programebis kompleqsi algoriTmul ena C++-ze, realizebulia Dev-C++ garemoSi.
kompleqsi aprobirebulia literaturaSi kargad cnobil realur kombinatoruli tipis
amocanebze – cnobili OR-Library-dan aRebul satesto amocanebze. miRebulia sakmaod
damakmayofilebeli Sedegebi drois gonivrul intervalebSi. SemoTavazebuli meTodi
SesaZloa gamoyenebul iqnes grafTa Teoriis im praqtikuli amocanebis amosaxsnelad,
romlebic uSualod miiyvanebian umciresi dayofis an dafarvis amocanaze, an romlebic
warmoadgenen mis qveamocanas (magaliTad grafSi wveroTa dominirebadi simravlis
mosaZebnad).
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